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Nigel Frank International

Nigel Frank International is the Leader in Niche ICT 
Expertise, with offices covering EMEA, ANZ, APAC, 
North America and LATAM

The Leader in Niche ICT Expertise

Frank Recruitment Group offers niche services 
across a range of technologies, and comprises Nigel 
Frank International, Mason Frank International, 
Churchill Frank International and Washington Frank 
International. From our hub offices in the UK, USA, 
Asia and Australia, we deliver permanent and freelance 
niche technology experts to the SMEs, the Public 
Sector and Enterprise organisations across the globe.

Unparalleled Reach

With a network of 450+ consultants spread across 8 
offices on  4 continents, Nigel Frank International is 
uniquely positioned to find you the perfect candidate, 
whatever your requirements.

+44 20 7337 0801 

enq@nigelfrank.com

www.nigelfrank.com
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Microsoft

Dedicated Microsoft Technology
Based Service Delivery Teams

Unrivalled Knowledge and Access

Our Microsoft team focuses on delivering high calibre Microsoft technology professionals to 
our clients which has enabled us to create dedicated technology based teams with unrivalled 
knowledge of the marketplace.

Through networking and huge marketing investments within our niches, we have the largest 
choice of candidates in our specialist areas.

Specialists Teams in the Microsoft Stack

ICT Expertise

Practice Leads

Functional Consultants

Technical Consultants

Developers

Architects

Project Managers

Pre Sales

Sales

Support

Microsoft
SQL Server

Microsoft 
Business

Intelligence

Microsoft 
Infrastructure

Skype for
Business/Lync

Microsoft 
SharePoint

Microsoft 
Office 365

Microsoft 
Dynamics

Microsoft
Exchange

Microsoft 
Azure
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Salesforce®

Get Access to the Best Certified
Salesforce® Candidates in the Market

We have placed over 2,500 Salesforce® professionals with Partners, ISV’s and Salesforce® 
Customers. We are perfectly positioned to help CRM Partners, ISV’s and End-users to 
source CRM professionals across the globe and can deliver the very best candidates in the 
marketplace:

• Certified Salesforce® Professionals

• Competitor CRM Candidates

• Industry Experts

ICT Expertise

 Technical Leads
 CRM Project Managers
 Functional Consultants
 Technical Consultants
 Developers
 Architects
 SFDC Sales Professionals
 Trainers
 Administrators
 Support
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Global Knowledge, Local Delivery

SAS Team

We focus on Credit Risk, Insight Analytics 
and IT & Data Management in the UK, 
DACH, France and Benelux regions. Our 
highly trained multilingual, native language 
speaking consulting teams match 
the highest calibre SAS & Credit Risk 
candidates with organisations, irrespective 
of size or geographical location.

Our unrivalled market knowledge, 
combined with over 60 years experience 
has enabled us to offer hundreds of 
SAS professionals for SAS, SAS Partner 
vendors and SAS End-users across all 
industry sectors.

SAS

Highly talented 
SAS professionals 
can help your 
business turn data
into actionable 
insights.

• SAS candidates, exclusive to Nigel 
Frank International

• Access to hundreds of experienced 
local SAS consultants who are 
immediately available to start

• Local, native language speaking 
SAS professionals in the UK, DACH, 
France and Benelux regions
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ERP Expertise

A Leading Global Provider of Permanent
and Freelance ERP Resources

Support to our customers, whatever their requirements

We are the recognised experts in providing Permanent and Freelance ERP resources across major 
ERP applications such as SAP Business One, Oracle EBS, Fusion, Sage, Agresso, Infor & IFS.

Our focus on Freelance and Permanent ERP expertise ensures our consultants are true experts 
within their specific technology and region. Whether you’re a ERP vendor channel Partner or 
Customer, we are uniquely positioned to deliver high quality ERP professionals, many of whom 
work exclusively with us.

Contract
ERP Professionals

We provide Permanent and 
Freelance ERP professionals 
with strong track records of 
delivering low-risk, proven 
global solutions to support 
business growth objectives.

Permanent
ERP Professionals

Looking for industry specific 
ERP specialists? Our Consultants 
have built deep networks of top 
tier ERP Professionals, available 
for both permanent and 
freelance work.
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Our Promise

Delivering Candidates 
On Time and on Budget

Nigel Frank International is the Definitive 
Provider of ICT Expertise Across the 
Niche Markets

As foremost experts in our field, we are 
the  No.1 resource providers for Software 
Vendors,  Partners and End Users all over 
the world.

Let Us Help You Source the Best Staff
Contact our multilingual, technically proficient consultants on:

+44 (0) 20 7337 0801

enq@nigelfrank.com

www.nigelfrank.com

7th Floor
100 Lower Thames Street
London
EC3R 6DL
United Kingdom

Dedicated account management

Rapid response to your requirements

Dedicated consultants who understand  your technical and cultural requirements

Shortlisting qualified candidates within 24 hours, in 90% of cases

Delivering candidates on time and within budget
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Testimonials

Accigo is a growing business that specialises in providing their customers with 
complex IT solutions.

Nigel Frank assisted Accigo with various roles within Microsoft technologies 
including Microsoft Business Intelligence, Dynamics AX, Dynamics CRM and 
SharePoint. Nigel Frank helped Accigo secure some of the best Microsoft 
professionals in the Swedish market.

So far Nigel Frank has helped us hire 10 Microsoft professionals within the last 7 
months in a very competitive market, providing excellent service and expertise 
in finding and building relationships with the best candidates and ensuring that 
these candidates chose Accigo and not our competitors. Nigel Frank gained a 
very good understanding of Accigo’s company culture, which resulted in a quick 
and efficient recruitment process and hiring of top Microsoft professionals that 
added a great value to Accigo’s business.

Jonas Hagen
Business Team Manager
Accigo

Modality Systems are a Microsoft Gold Partner with a leading edge team of 
certified MS Lync specialists helping customers strategise, deploy and adopt 
universal communications.

In a candidate scarce market, Nigel Frank managed to provide us with highly 
qualified Lync consultants and engineers who are passionate about Unified 
Communications and with excellent technical skills. We have hired numerous 
professionals via Nigel Frank and would definitely recommend Nigel Frank to 
our industry contacts.

Jennifer Shearman-Jones 
Head of Talent
Modality Systems

Since 2012 Nigel Frank have provided adesso Schweiz AG with the widest range 
of hard to find candidates in a highly competitive market. With their help we 
have hired great Dynamics CRM, SharePoint and .NET developers, consultants 
and architects who can support our customer projects and perfectly fit into 
our company culture. Nigel Frank’s market knowledge and understanding of 
our company needs is exceptional and the whole recruitment process is very 
efficient. We will continue to work with them in the future. 
 
Yves Grosjean
Leiter Microsoft Competence Centre
adesso Schweiz AG
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Testimonials

Since we were struggling to find a profile that is highly demanded on the 
market; the Nigel Frank French team from the Newcastle office helped us with 
the recruitment of a SharePoint Project Manager. Various profiles were sent and 
thanks to their support, we are now working with a very experienced and certified 
professional who we are satisfied with. Thank you Nigel Frank for your service.

Inge-Com

As a Microsoft Gold Partner we pride ourselves on providing outstanding Dynamics 
CRM solutions to our clients. 

To maintain high standards we require highly skilled experienced candidates who 
are the best in the market. We engaged with several recruitment agencies in the 
past but they failed to find the right candidates who would be both technically 
strong and would fit our business culture.

We were impressed with Nigel Frank’s proactive approach; they really took the 
time to understand our business inside and out, which enabled them to provide us 
with the best candidates that could integrate seamlessly into our existing company 
culture. We hired 4 very strong Dynamics professionals via Nigel Frank and will use 
them for any future roles.

Roger Strain
Managing Director
Liquid CRM, South Africa

Symphony Teleca & Aditi is one of the very few Azure Inner Circle Members in 
the US and has been named Microsoft Partner of 2015 for the Azure platform. 
With Azure being such a new platform finding high caliber Azure professionals 
at a senior level is a big challenge for Symphony Teleca & Aditi.

Nigel Frank came across as a very knowledgeable recruitment company 
specializing in this emerging technology. They understand latest trends in Azure 
and are aware of our competitors’ offerings.

We have been working with Nigel Frank for 6 months and they provided 
highly qualified candidates for every role we needed to fill. This gives us great 
confidence in working with Nigel Frank in the future.

Sriram Jayaraman
Vice President - Consulting
Symphony Teleca & Aditi
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Testimonials

Following an unsuccessful search for candidates with both strong technical and 
communicational skills willing to relocate to Toulouse, we engaged in a relationship 
with Nigel Frank that has delivered numerous candidates over two years.

Not only did we feel like our needs and objectives were truly understood, but 
Nigel Frank was able to headhunt and engage skilled professionals across 
various French regions - something we never had the resources or connections 
to do ourselves. We’ve been very impressed with the results so far and look 
forward to our continued partnership.

Eric Mauvais
Director
DeciLogic

MVC Mobile VideoCommunication GmbH is a leading European solution 
provider for Video Conferencing in the Unified Communications & Collaboration 
field. MVC integrates the products of renowned manufacturers such as Cisco, 
Polycom, Acano, LifeSize and Microscoft, realising single-position applications 
as well as complex infrastructure solutions. Following the implementation, MVC 
also ensures the productive deployment of systems through its comprehensive 
service package, including managed video services, maintenance, training and 
support, thereby protecting clients’ investments.
 
We are constantly looking for suitable, qualified candidates to support us with 
the implementation and maintenance of our Microsoft Lync Projects. Nigel 
Frank are always at hand to support us with our search for Microsoft Lync 
professionals, and their competent and professional consultants have repeatedly 
been able to deliver suitable candidates, who are an ideal match for our team.

We are extremely happy with our partnership with Nigel Frank and in the future we 
will continue to turn to Nigel Frank, to utilise their reliable and trustworthy service.  
 
Karsten Bauer
Head of Projects
MVC Mobile VideoCommunication GmbH

Nigel Frank’s expertise and commitment really stood out as they took the 
time to understand our business, and helped us find the ideal candidates who 
integrated well with our team. After interviewing 3 NAV candidates shortlisted by 
Nigel Frank we found the perfect fit for Healthsheild.  At the same time we hired 
a Dynamics CRM developer. It only took two weeks for both roles to be filled. 
The speed at which they found us candidates was extremely impressive!

Dave Algeo
IT Manager
Health Shield
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Testimonials

We’ve been using Nigel Frank to provide skilled Dynamics AX specialists to 
supplement our project teams for over one year.  We’ve found Nigel Frank to 
be very responsive to our requirements with strong appreciation of the pressing 
time scales within which we’ve sometimes needed to find a particular skill.   

They understand the Dynamics skill set, have a good database of candidates and 
work well with our people to get the person we want, with the skills we need, at 
the locations across the UK and Ireland where they are required. 

Derek Wilson
CIO
Origin

We initially engaged with Nigel Frank due to their knowledge and experience 
in the SharePoint consultancy market. As our confidence in their ability to 
deliver grew, we started working with Nigel Frank to fill roles in Exchange, Active 
Directory, Office 365, SharePoint, Hyper-V and System Center.

Nigel Frank work hard to understand the requirements of a Microsoft 
Consultancy and the specialist skills that we look for in candidates. Nigel Frank’s 
understanding of our needs and the needs of candidates coupled with their 
knowledge of our core technology areas makes them a true partner.

Andy Petty
Operations Manager
Silversands

Nigel Frank placed 7 freelancers direct to Permanent tsb in an urgent one week 
timescale for a 10 month compliance credit risk and impairment project. This 
assignment gave our client an average saving of €470 a day, per consultant vs. the 
cost of a big 4 solution.

At the peak of the project, whilst all staff were engaged, this totalled a saving 
of €3,290 per day. The staff placed onsite have all received excellent references 
regarding their ability and project implementation expertise.

Permanent TSB
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Testimonials

www.nigelfrank.com

Nigel Frank has been instrumental in helping us grow our Salesforce® practice. 
Being a Certified Salesforce® Partner and a consultancy, we had an urgent 
requirement to hire 2 Salesforce® specialists. Nigel Frank truly understood our needs 
and requirements and found the best experts for us to hire. I am sure there will be 
more successful placements in the future. I would highly recommend them for any 
SFDC® recruitment as they are specialists in their field and you can 100% trust them.

Francois Papon
Carrenet

Nigel Frank International has been our strategic recruitment partner for over a 
year. GMS Development GmbH is, at international level, one of the most successful 
providers of powerful CRM solutions for After Sales and Field Service Management. 
Nigel Frank International takes the time to fully understand business requirements 
and the specific company culture. Having met Nigel Frank International face to face 
we can honestly say they know the market and can deliver quality talent within a 
short period of time. 

Bernhard Hildebrandt 
GMS Development GmbH

MeetingZone are a leading conferencing and collaboration services provider offering 
personalised Unified Communications, Web and Audio Conferencing services.

Technology moves at such an incredibly fast pace within our sector, that finding 
technically proficient staff within tight deadlines can be difficult. We needed to 
recruit experienced Microsoft Lync specific professionals and therefore looked to 
external recruiters to assist us.

Nigel Frank’s capability as a specialist UC technologies recruiter was immediately 
apparent. They were very professional, understood our requirements and 
presented us with a number of relevant Lync candidates in a short period of time. 
We employed 3 Lync professionals through Nigel Frank and were very happy with 
how the overall recruitment process was carried out.

Ben Adams
HR Manager
MeetingZone
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Newcastle (Head Office)
Metropolitan House
19 – 21 Collingwood Street
Newcastle upon Tyne
NE1 1JE
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 191 230 1883

London (King’s Cross)
Caledonia House
223-231 Pentonville Road
London
N1 9NG
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 20 7837 5559

London (City Office)
7th Floor
Centennium House
100 Lower Thames St
London EC3R 6DL
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 20 7337 0830

New York
110 William Street
21st Floor
New York
NY 10038
United States
Tel: +1 212 731 8282

San Francisco
111 Pine Street
Suite 1615
San Francisco
CA 94111
United States
Tel: +1 415 580 3000

Melbourne
Level 6
276 Flinders Street
Melbourne
Victoria 3000
Australia
Tel: +61 3 9088 3700

Singapore
Level 40
Ocean Financial Centre
10 Collyer Quay
Singapore 049315
Tel: +65 6622 5599


